UNIT
Reality and
Fantasy

Learning environment
• Family and community
Social practice
• Understand and convey information about goods and services

Specific activities
• Offer and understand suggestions in order to purchase or sell a product
Achievements
• Can anticipate central meaning and main ideas from known oral
expressions
• Can distinguish main ideas within oral exchanges
• Can seek confirmation in an oral exchange
• Can produce expressions to argue or object
• Can adjust tone, rhythm and intonation when composing oral texts

Learning environment

• Literature and games
Social practice
• Read and understand different types of literary texts distinctive of
English speaking countries
Specific activities
• Read fantasy literature and describe characters
Achievements
• Can use strategies to support the comprehension of narratives
• Can anticipate central meaning and main ideas from some details
• Can distinguish between explicit and implicit information
• Can ask and answer questions to distinguish and check specific
information
• Can describe characteristics and abilities

Final product

6

Final product

• A catalog of goods

• A comic book

Warm up stage
• Talk about new inventions in groups of five classmates
Building stage
• Complete a description of goods and check it with a recording
Closure stage
• Distribute among teams the materials needed to design an illustrated
goods catalog
• Select the goods which will be included in the catalog
• Design the catalog’s format and illustrate its products
• Create the suggestions about the products included in the catalogue
• Check grammar, spelling and punctuation conventions of the
suggestions
• Practice the enunciation of suggestions, using the catalog as a guide
• Present the catalog to a previously selected audience

Warm up stage
• Match visual elements with title of the story
Building stage
• Participate in groups to draw a cartoon for a comic book
Closure stage
• Distribute among teams, the materials needed to make a comic book,
based on a fantasy narrative
• Select and read a fantasy narrative
• Determine the episode(s) to be included in the comic book
• Design a format for the comic book, defining spaces for dialogs and
descriptions
• Adjust the information to write the dialogs
• Compose brief descriptions of the characters and the events
• Check that the dialogs and descriptions for grammar, spelling and
punctuation conventions
• Incorporate the dialogs and descriptions into the corresponding spaces
of the comic book and illustrate them
• Rehearse the dramatized reading of your comic book to check
comprehension
• Make a dramatized reading of the comic book

Reality and Fantasy

GETTING READY
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1 Look at the newspaper front pages
and decide which ones show real
life and which ones show fantasies.
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2 Do you think any of the fantasies
could come true?
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LESSON 1

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

LISTENING

LESSON 1 AND LESSON 3 WILL HELP YOU TO PREPARE PROJECT 1:
a catalog of goods
Warm up stage

Activities 1 to 9 will help you
to start preparing the final
product of Lesson 1 and
Lesson 3, a catalog of goods.

BEFORE LISTENING
1 In your group, look at the pictures below. These inventions already
exist. Make a list of five possible inventions that do not exist yet, but
you think are necessary.
2 Share your comments with your classmates, giving reasons for your
choice.
3 Look up these words in a dictionary.

• command • gadget • highlighter pen
American v/s British English

memorize
memorize,
memorise

8

4 Match the names of three new gadgets (a – c) with the pictures you
think represent them (1 – 6).

a. C-pen
b. TiVo
c. Thought-control remote
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UNIT 1

Reality and Fantasy
5 Complete these sentences with the name of the gadget you think
corresponds.

a.       allows you to interact with TV.
b.       allows you to send e-mails and book concert tickets.
c.       can memorize a text.
d.       is very useful for disadvantaged people.

LISTENING
6
7

10 Listen to the recording and check your ideas in Exercises 4 and 5.

Reflection Spot

· I can connect a topic
and my own reality.
· I can connect written
information and
pictures that
represent it.

10 Listen again and number the gadgets in the order they are
mentioned.

a.       C-pen
b.       Thought-control remote
c.       TiVo
8

10 Listen to the recording again. Are these statements true or false?

a. With TiVo, you can see action as it happens in fast motion.
b. TiVo is a device to control the TV remotely.
c. The C-pen is the latest version of a highlighter pen.
d. The C-pen can store more than 3,000 pages of text.
e. The thought-control remote can read your mind.
f. With the thought-control remote you won’t need a mouse or a
keyboard for your computer.
9

Word

Spot

Latest: adj. / it is used to
mean that something is the
most recent or current of its
kind: the latest electronic
gadget.
Last: adj. / it means that
something is, comes, or is
placed after all others; final:
the last game of the season.

10 Listen once more and write the name of the corresponding
gadget, C-pen, Thought- control remote or TiVo.

a.          is paradise for sports lovers.
b.          understands what you think.
c.          can always be with you.
d.          can store a lot of information.
e.          allows you to replay all the actions.
f.          shows your commands through the cursor.
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Building stage

Activities 10 to 13 of this
lesson will help you to create
the final product, a catalog
of goods.

AFTER LISTENING
LANGUAGE SPOT

Linking words

1. Read these sentences from the text and other examples. Pay special
attention to the words in bold.
a. Although it looks like a highlighter pen, it is a small portable
scanner.
b. I can’t even imagine that! However, I’m sure it is now possible.
c. TiVo is very expensive, while the handy scanner is a cheaper
gadget.
d. Though people are physically disadvantaged, they can use a
computer.
2. Identify what the words in bold express. Choose an alternative.
a. Contrast.

b. Reason.

c. Consequence.

d. Purpose.

3. Copy and complete this rule in your notebook.
Linking words like
,
,
and
indicate a relationship of
between ideas.
and
are generally placed at the beginning of
a supporting idea.
goes at the beginning of the second sentence and is
followed by a comma.
is placed either at the beginning or between two main
clauses expressing contrasting ideas.

Reflection Spot

· I can use linking words
to combine ideas.
· I can identify what
linking words express.

10 Complete these sentences with a linking word from the Language Spot
and then match them with the pictures below (1 – 4).

a.

the children were making a terrible noise, the
students could study for their test.
b. Heavy rain is forecast for tomorrow.
, the concert has
not been canceled.
c. These computers are very expensive
those ones are
quite affordable.
d.
it snowed, the festival took placed as it was planned.

American v/s British English

canceled
cancelled
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UNIT 1
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Reality and Fantasy

✔

✔✔ LET’S CHECK
11

11 Complete this description of a new invention. Make a
drawing like those below to illustrate it. Compare descriptions
and drawings in your group. Then listen to the recording and check.

American v/s British English

meter

(Text: 7 points, drawing: 3 points = 10 points)

metre

1

2

3

This
is called Cyberbug. It
you to
to people’s conversations. It
a microphone and an
amplifier, and a small headphone. Besides, it is very cheap
and
. You can put it in your
and take it to
work or even to the gym! With it, you can hear
between people although they are up to 50 meters away!
0-1
Keep trying!

12

2-4
Good!

5-7
Very good!

8 - 10
Excellent!

11 Listen to the recording and practice saying the description. Then
say it in your group. Who is the best imitator of the recording?

13 Work in groups of 4. Choose 3 gadgets you are interested in (they may
or may not exist already) and complete this file.
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Name
Components
Uses
Positive
characteristics
Other interesting
features
Approximate price

Project

Read the instructions for
Project 1 on Page 32 and
check how Exercise 13 helps
you to prepare for it.
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LESSON 2
READING

ALL SUMMER IN A DAY (Part I)
LESSON 2 AND LESSON 4 WILL HELP YOU TO PREPARE PROJECT 2:
a comic book

Warm up stage

BEFORE READING

Activities 1 to 7 will help you
to start preparing the final
product of Lesson 2 and
Lesson 4, a comic book.

American v/s British English

traveling
travelling

12

UNIT 1

1 Look at the pictures and read the title of the story. What do you think
it is about?

a. A sunny moment in a rainy place.
b. A walk in the rain forest.
c. Life in a very rainy place.
d. Space traveling.

